ADVANCEMENTS IN DRY POWDER INHALER
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ABSTRACT

The dry powder inhaler (DPI) has become widely known as a very attractive platform for drug delivery. DPIs are being used for the treatment of asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease by many patients. There are over 20 devices presently in the DPI market. DPIs are preferred over nebulizers and pressurized metered dose inhalers. However, some of the challenges of DPI are dependence on inspiratory flow (unsuitable for young children, elderly people), systemic absorption due to deposition of drug in deep lung (unsuitable for local diseases treatment), and increase in upper airway deposition of a large fraction of coarse particles. Hence, there is a need to address these unmet issues. The interpatient variation can be minimized by developing devices independent of patient's inspiratory flow rate or active based powder mechanism. This article reviews DPI devices currently available, advantages of newly developed devices, and formulation technologies. The platform technologies are developed to improve aerosolization and dispersion from the device and decrease the patient related factors. The DPI delivery system has been expanded to treatment of non-respiratory diseases such as migraine and diabetes. The development of innovative DPI device and formulation technologies for delivering therapeutic proteins such as insulin has been accelerated to overcome the problems associated with conventional insulin therapy.
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PULMONARY DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEM

Pulmonary route is gaining attention for local or systemic delivery of therapeutic agent because it is non-invasive and bypasses first pass metabolism. Lungs provide a large absorptive surface area, have good blood supply and a thin mucous membrane and hence, can be targeted for delivery of drugs [1]. In 2013, the global market for pulmonary drug delivery technologies reached $32.4 billion, with an expectation to grow to $43.9 billion till 2018 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 6.2%. The increased global market share of pulmonary drug delivery is due to the rise in cases of respiratory diseases. Newer technical advancements in the design of pulmonary devices have been applied for the treatment of respiratory disorders such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder as well as non-respiratory conditions like diabetes and migraine [2,3].

Nebulizers, dry powder inhalers (DPI), and metered dose inhalers (MDI) are the three major segments of global pulmonary drug delivery systems market [3]. The DPI is the fastest growing segment in this market, growing at significant CAGR of 12.5% and is estimated to reach $31.5 billion till 2018. Its global market is estimated to overtake the previously dominant segment of MDI by 2018 [2,3].

DPI

DPI are breath actuated devices which contain powder formulation of micronized drug (approximately below 5 µm) and delivers this medication to the respiratory airways on oral inhalation. The energy emitted from the patient’s inspiratory airflow is the driving force for powder dispersion from the device [4]. MDIs contain propellants like chlorofluorocarbons that are harmful to the environment [4-6]. MDIs require good coordination between actuation and inhalation. Poor coordination is main concern related to proper use of MDIs and causes inefficient therapeutic delivery. The use of pressurized MDIs results in high oropharyngeal deposition and a low amount of drug is delivered to the lungs [5,6]. These device require shaking before use to mix the drug and propellant, failure to do so will lead to inefficient drug delivery [5]. The absence of dose counters in these devices also causes a problem as it gets difficult to track the dose taken or remaining [5,6].

DPIs are a better alternative to MDIs as they have many advantages over them. These device are propellant-free and contain micronized drug alone or in combination with a suitable excipient preferably lactose monohydrate. The need for the patient coordination with respect to actuation and inhalation is eliminated as DPIs are breath-activated. This helps in effectively delivering therapeutic agents to the lungs and lower oropharyngeal deposition as compared to MDIs [5,6]. Thorrson et al. (1994) showed that the lung deposition of budesonide in healthy volunteers through the Turbulaher (DPI) was over twice that through a pMDI (32% versus 15%, respectively). This suggests that a lower dose of budesonide using the Turbuhaler reduces the systemic side effects and helps achieve the same degree of asthma control [7]. Most of the DPI devices have dose counters that help in detecting the number of doses remaining. As the DPI formulation contains only solid dosage from there is less potential for extractable from components of device [4]. The DPI devices are user-friendly and more convenient to use, hence are preferred by patients over MDIs [5].

Need for advancement in DPI

To achieve adequate inspiratory flows for reproducible and effective dose delivery, the patients’ efforts are important that is determined by DPI’s internal resistance. Patients with significant airflow obstruction find high-resistance not suitable as they require greater effort to generate the inspiratory airflow [8]. The area of concern with respect to DPIs is that the dependence on inspiratory flow rate since patients with respiratory...
In the single unit DPI devices, capsules need to be loaded into the device and once the capsule is not empty, the inhalation process is to be carried out, causing high dose variability. Capsules can soften due to high temperatures making them difficult to perforate [5].

Certain multiple unit devices like Diskus are costly to produce due to its complexity and it is also not found to be user-friendly [5].

Multidose DPI devices like Turbuhaler have some issues regarding the feedback to patients, as the patient cannot feel or taste the inhaled particles. There is high dose to dose and device to device variation, and the device cannot be refilled [5,10]. The amount of drug released from the DPI devices is reduced under conditions of high humidity due to particle agglomeration [5].

To overcome the problems related to DPIs, there is a need for advancement for better therapeutic control and patient convenience.

Driving forces for the development of new DPIs

DPI provides a great platform for delivery of new chemical entities or drugs unrelated to respiratory disorder. Many important drugs such as insulin are administered via injection. Drugs or therapeutic agents that are intended for systemic activity for conditions such as cancer, diabetes but are absorbed readily via oral route, can be delivered effectively to the peripheral airways by a DPI [4].

Low-resistance devices do not require a forceful and prolonged inhalation to achieve effective drug delivery as they allow air to flow easily through them easily as compared to high-resistance devices [8]. This suggests that certain high resistance DPI devices make it difficult for children and elderly patients to achieve effective therapeutic action [4,5]. Power-assisted dispersion or active powder dispersion can help optimize performance and efficiency [4].

ADVMENCEMENTS IN DPI

Advances in DPI have been made taking into consideration the device as well as the formulation.

Change in device design like making the device flow rate independent. Platform technologies have helped DPI formulation suitable and more efficient in aiding the powder deaggregation from device and increasing the dose deposition in the lungs.

Advancements in device

New technologies based on passive and active powder dispersion mechanisms are being developed due to the reliance on high inspiratory flow rates for the operation of DPI. The objective is to facilitate de-agglomeration of drug particles, resulting in greater lung deposition. The process of particle de-agglomeration can be carried out by developing technologies that use energy as key factor in DPI. Storage of energy in systems based on springs, compressed air or battery powered chambers were some of the alternatives found in inhalers [11].

Spiros inhaler

Spiros® device from Dura Pharmaceuticals is a DPI that incorporates a battery-powered motor which aerosolizes the drug. The motor gets activated at very low flow rate on inhalation (5 l/minute). This inhaler is hence helpful in the treatment of critically ill patients, elderly or children. The patient using Spiros inhaler uses less than one-quarter of dispersion energy as compared to Turbuhaler and also there is increased fine particle fraction [5,11].

As shown in Fig. 1 removable circular multiple-dose cassette with 30 wells, in which each well contains a unit dose of micronized albuterol sulfate and lactose is loaded into the aerosolization chamber by opening the lid and then closing it. The dispersion of aerosol is carried out by aerosolization chamber containing an inspiration-actuated, battery-powered, and twin-blade impeller. During inhalation, ambient air is entrained through holes in the mouthpiece. The inhaler can be reused by replacing the cassettes and it also contains an internal counting mechanism. Since the inhaler uses an active dispersion mechanism, it functions more independently of the patient’s inspiratory flow in contrast with previous DPIs, which relied on inspiratory flow for disaggregation and adequate particle size [12].

Novolizer

In passive DPIs, the air classifier technology is the most efficient power dispersion mechanism. Novolizer is a multidose DPI from MEDA. In this inhaler, a cyclone is generated in the mouthpiece through multiple supply channels during inhalation [5,11]. Newman et al. (2000) reported that Novolizer showed a higher deposition of budesonide in the lung and lower oropharyngeal deposition when compared to Turbuhaler® [13].

It is a multi-use inhalation device containing 200 dose cartridges that can be refilled. This inhaler has unique design is easy to use and with effective performance. Compared to other inhalers, Novolizers have several innovative features offering unique feedback and inhalation control. The patient gets to know whether the powder has been released as he can taste, hear the click in the inhaler and see the “Red” light and the dose indicator on the inhaler confirming correct inhalation which can be seen in Fig. 2. The powder is released only when a certain flow rate (35 l/minutes) has been achieved, ensuring sufficient drug delivery at the site. This device works at low resistance making it convenient for patients to use the device properly and hence improving compliance [5,14].

A precise and consistent dose over the cartridge lifetime is delivered with minimal dosage variability between actuations. Unlike the Turbuhaler, this inhaler is independent of temperature and humidity [5,15].

Microdose inhaler

MicroDose Therapeutics has developed MicroDose DPI, an electronic DPI. The powder is deaggregated and aerosolized through a foil dosing blister by a piezo vibrator. The MicroDose DPI is an alternative to GSK’s Diskus, as it is reusable for up to 6 months or longer [4,16].

The indicator lights help patients in operation of the device and also give feedback. The “Inhale Now” light tells the user that the device is ready to use and that they are inhaling properly and the “dosing done” light indicates that the dose has been correctly delivered and that the user can stop inhaling, hence give feedback that dose is delivered [16].

The small needles pierce the blisters before dosing to create openings into the flow channel of the device as can be seen in Fig. 3. When an inhalation sensor detects a threshold level of the patient's inspiratory airflow, activating piezo in turn activating the device. The fine powder that is emitted from the device on inhalation reaches the lungs. As the energy needed to deagglomerate and aerosolise the powder is done by piezo vibrator, there is no need for the patient to inhale forcefully. This inhaler operates at low resistance (51/minute). With this technology, the patient error is eliminated as the inhaler delivers the drug independent of patient coordination, inhalation rate, and orientation [16,17].
In December 2009, Trimel BioPharma SRL acquired the Direct Haler asset of Keldmann Healthcare A/S, which has subsequently been rebranded as TriVair™. It is an innovative dry powder device for intrapulmonary delivery. This device is a single use system that is disposable, pre-metered and pre-filled with pulmonary dose. This device is easy to use and offers effective, accurate, repeatable, and hygienic dosing. The device has been evaluated successfully in the USA, Europe, and India. The performance of DirectHaler Pulmonary is comparable to that of currently marketed DPI device. In addition, the cost-effective device It is the first advanced pulmonary delivery system enabling pharmaceutical companies to carry out manufacturing, filling and packing the device in-house efficiently and it has been found to be cost-effective.

The device is made up of 0.6 g of polypropylene which consists of a U-shaped tube with a double cap that seals each end of the tube and a bend with corrugations. The dose is sealed inside the cap at one end with a laminate foil strip, which can be easily torn off for dose-loading into the Powder Whirl chamber, before removing the cap and delivering the dose. This system is useful for powders that are sensitive to temperature or humidity, high drug dose can be used, and deep lung delivery is achieved.

The airflow and powder dispersion are determined by three principles. First, the turbulent air is generated at the air inlet and fed to the Powder Whirl chamber. Second, the PowderWhirl chamber corrugations are designed in such a way that they generate turbulent whirls. These recirculation zones contribute to powder dispersion. Finally, the powder is forced up by the turbulent airflow on the walls of the corrugations and it is then entrained gradually into the inhaled air stream until the device is emptied [18].

Platform technologies
Advancements in these inhalers also include new types of powdered formulations of drugs through the production of porous particles, with low geometric diameter and high potential for lung deposition. Similar porous particles may be coupled to long-sized carrier molecules to reach the lungs with similar efficacy [11,19]. Formulation having aerodynamic diameter in range of 1-3 μm results in lower tendency to aggregate, which when combined with lower density particles leads to aerosolization efficiently. Very large particles (2-3 μm) deposited in pulmonary region may escape phagocytosis by macrophages and provide sustained delivery and increased systemic bioavailability and can be used to target non-respiratory diseases [20].

Particle engineering modification like particle solubility, surface morphology, and particle chemistry are done to optimize DPI performance. The formulation should deliver accurate, consistent, efficient doses of the drug for effective therapeutic control. Hickey et al. (1994) reviewed that several cohesive and adhesive forces are exerted on powder particles within the device and during aerosol generation. The forces are influenced by Powder characteristics such as packing density, equilibrium moisture content, and particle characteristics such as shape, size, rugosity, crystalline form influences these forces [4,21].

iSPERSE
iSPERSE™ has been developed by Pulmatrix. These particles are engineered to provide rapid onset of action, bypass first-pass metabolism and convenience as compared to injection for local drug delivery in lungs and systemic drug delivery. The iSPERSE powders are small in geometric size and relatively dense, yet are highly dispersible and relatively flow rate independent with high emitted doses achieved even at low flow rates [22].
High-density, small geometric size and flow rate independent dispersion are some of the characteristics of iSPERE powders. These powders can be loaded with high or low doses of single or multiple drugs. High emitted dose can be achieved with the help of these particles even at low flow rate. iSPERE powders are prepared by one-step spray drying. They contain as little as 20% or less of salts and other excipients in comparison to conventional DPIs containing more than 80-90% lactose. These powders can help deliver low potent and large molecules by oral inhalation [22,23].

Powder hale®

This technology developed by Vectura Group utilize a special component called “Force Control Agents” (FCA). Examples of patent protected FCAs include magnesium stearate and L-leucine. This component coats lactose and/or drug substance to reduce the interactive forces acting upon them. This proprietary technique offers optimal flow properties as well as superior de-aggregation and aerosolization characteristics. Low dose variation with high lung penetration of inhaled particles, dose uniformity, and enhanced product stability are achieved by Powder Hale technology. This technology has helped deliver a consistent fine particle dose as compared to conventional DPI formulations having a restricted penetration to the lungs. A wide variety of therapeutic drugs and inhaler devices use the PowderHale technology. Ultrafine and Seebri Brezhaler utilize this technology [24].

PulmoSphere

These are spray-dried, small, porous particles containing phospholipids. The drug is dissolved in a solvent and then precipitated to produce fine particles [25,26]. This technique allows for greater control of particle properties like morphology, porosity, density, particle size and distribution, which further govern powder properties such as powder flow and dispersibility [27]. Dispersible powders with improved aerodynamic properties have been achieved without the addition of carrier particles; the powder properties are improved. High drug loadings about 90-95% w/w are possible [25]. Improvements in lung delivery can be achieved by spray dried, low density and highly porous particles which decrease interparticle cohesive forces [27]. The PulmoSpheres delivery is independent of the patient’s inspiratory flow rate, reducing dosing variability. TOBI Podhaler which utilizes PulmoSphere technology is indicated for the management of cystic fibrosis patients with Pseudomonas aeruginosa [25].

Technosphere

MannKind’s Technosphere technology allows for pulmonary route administration of drugs that are administered only via injection. Processing steps like milling, sizing, blending or micronizing are not needed once, Technosphere particles are formed by either controlled crystallization to form crystalline particles or spray drying to give amorphous particles. These particles are made from novel excipient fumaryl diketopiperazine (FDKP), and the technology is based on the pH-induced intermolecular self-assembly of FDKP. These particles are homodisperse, with a mean geometric diameter of about 2 μm and after inhalation dissolve rapidly. High surface area and high internal porosity are some of the features of these particles [28,29].

Technosphere formulations are prepared from drugs with molecular weights ranging from 500 Da (small molecule) to 140,000 Da (monoclonal antibodies) and FDKP with consistent and narrow particle size range. Drugs of anionic, cationic, hydrophilic, and hydrophobic nature, as well as proteins and peptides, have been formulated successfully with the help of this technology. This formulation achieves excellent bioavailability as there is rapid systemic absorption that mimics intra-arterial circulation. It also provides advantages like bypassing the first pass metabolism and degradation in peripheral circulation. Many of these formulations have been administered via pulmonary route in npt models for systemic delivery [28]. Afrezza uses this technology to deliver insulin by oral inhalation [28,29].

INHALED INSULIN

Diabetes is characterized by high blood glucose level which is caused when pancreas fail to produce enough insulin (Type 1 diabetes) or when cells of the body do not respond properly to the insulin produced (Type 2 diabetes). Type 1 patients require insulin administration immediately whereas Type 2 patients require it at a later stage. The insulin delivery systems that are being used currently by patients are considered as invasive and noncompliant. In order overcome these issues, companies are developing approaches to delivery insulin by routes which are noninvasive, reduce the pain and patient compliance [30]. Delivery of insulin through pulmonary route, i.e., by oral inhalation has become an alternative to the conventional subcutaneous injection for the management of diabetes as lungs provide a large surface area and large blood supply. Inhaled insulin was first investigated by Gänsslen in 1925 by using a nebulizer system, the effect on blood glucose was noted but low and limitations of the device made the route impractical [30,31].

The ideal insulin inhaler should be portable, user-friendly and achieve optimal glycemic control. Inhaled insulin delivery by powder devices may provide a considerable benefit in quality of life for a large number of patients [11]. Several companies as listed in Table 1 have worked to develop inhaled insulin systems for diabetic patients over the last two decades. Inhaled insulin bioavailability for each of the devices varies in the range of 10% to 46% since much of the drug is lost within the device or due to deposition in the upper airways [31].

Nektar Therapeutics and Pfizer collaborated to develop an insulin inhaler, Exubera® (see Fig. 4). It was approved by the Food and Drug Association (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency for the treatment of both types of diabetes in 2006. The dry powder formulation containing 1 mg or 3 mg of regular human insulin was packaged in blister packets. These unit doses are equivalent to 3 units and 8 units of subcutaneously delivered short-acting insulin, respectively, and are delivered by a mechanical inhaler which depends on patient’s inspiratory flow rate. Pfizer withdrew Exubera® from the market due to poor sales and acceptance in October 2007 [30,31].

Eli Lilly and Co. and Alkermes Inc. developed AIR® insulin system. The insulin in dry powder form is delivered via a breath actuated mechanical inhaler. The dry powder insulin formulation contained doses of 6 mg and 9 mg which were equivalent to 2 and 6 units of subcutaneously delivered insulin. They were packed in capsules. The inhaled particles are less dense as compared to other systems but have large particle size of about 5 to 30 μm and delivered to the alveolar space efficiently. Eli Lilly are not pursuing development of this product even though this system has been through extensive phase III clinical trial [31].

Afrezza developed by Mannkind Corp. was approved by the U.S. FDA approved in 2014 (see Fig. 5) [32]. It uses the Technosphere platform
technology [29,31]. Afrezza consists of a dry powder formulation of human insulin delivered from MedTone® inhaler to help patients achieve blood sugar control as the powder is aerosolized and delivered to the lung. It is a rapid-acting inhaled insulin, having short duration of action to improve glycemic control in adults with Types 1 and 2 diabetes. It is administered at the beginning of each meal [32,33]. The Technosphere insulin delivers the insulin directly into the arterial circulation with excellent systemic action as they are rapidly absorbed after inhalation [29]. Afrezza is available in two different strengths identified by color like 4 units (blue cartridge) and 8 units (green cartridge) and both dispensed in foil packages [33].

CONCLUSION

Over the last few years, due to growth in cases of respiratory diseases, innovations in formulations, combinations and unique design of inhalers have led to growth of this delivery system. The DPI market is full of innovative and unique device designs for inhalers, but no inhaler fulfill all the requirements of an ideal DPI. A novel DPI should not only efficiently deliver drugs to the patients but also be reliable and convenient to use. The advanced research in field of DPI will make formulations incorporating matrix and drugs like proteins and peptides to achieve intracellular drug delivery and specific pulmonary drug deposition. The nature, safety of carrier, drug type, device, site of action, and disease state will determine the carrier choice. Health professionals and physicians have a great range of options available for treatment of respiratory and nonrespiratory disorders as sophisticated formulations efficient pulmonary delivery devices have become available.
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